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Triple Tiara of Pope Benedict XVI

At Wednesday's General Audience in the Piazza of Saint Peter's, Pope

Benedict was presented with his very own Triple Tiara. Although small

scale, it is an admirable tiara, perhaps reminiscent of the tiara of Pope

John XXIII.  Happily, it tends more to the shape and appearance of the

mediaeval tiara than the baroque variety.

Read a bit more about the presentation at John Sonnen's blog.

Were the Pope to wear the tiara, I, for one, wouldn't feel scandalised

(call me old-fashioned).

Click on the image for a larger view.
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The Saint Bede Studio

Welcome to our Blog. You

will find posts here about

our recently-made

vestments together with

articles about the Sacred

Liturgy.

View my complete profile

ABOUT THIS WEB LOG

Inspired by Benedictine

spirituality, the Saint Bede

Studio is dedicated to

providing dignified,

beautiful garments for the

Rites of the Roman Catholic

Church. The work of the

Studio is largely the re-

interpretation for modern

use of ancient and

mediaeval designs.

Vestments are not

commodities to us: they are

garments made for Sacred

purposes. Our vestments are

not mass-produced in

factories, but are hand-

made by Catholics for

Catholics, the product of

careful attention, prayer

and devotion. Great care

goes into the selection of

fabrics to provide striking

beauty, but also ease of use

and durability.

In assisting you, we do our

best to meet your needs and

wishes, but we will also

make suggestions to

facilitate the best result.

Ut in omnibus Deus

glorificetur!

ABOUT THE STUDIO

In March 2008, a new

translation of the 1962 Ordo

Missae was published by the

Ignatius Press, San

Francisco. This new Mass-

book, prepared entirely by

the Saint Bede Studio, has a

translation into modern,

NEW TRANSLATION 1962
ORDO MISSAE

 

The Maria Regina

chasuble

SOME OF OUR
VESTMENTS

 

The Saint Philip Neri

chasuble

 

Conical chasubles

 

The S' Giles chasuble
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